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SOME FACTORS INFLUENCING COMMUNICATION PATTERNS
AMONG MEMBERS OF CHARCHAMANDAL IN KERALA*
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Diffusion innovations in a community takes place mainly through inter-
personal communication. The potentialities of interpersonal communication m
groups has not been adequately appreciated in our country, till recently. Char-
chamandals (Farmer's Discussion Groups) were organised in villages with the
prime objective of imparting useful information to their members and encourage
the adoption of improved farm practices through group discussions an group
decisions. But the communication patterns that emerge among the members of
the Charchamandal and the effectiveness of the group may depend upon the
structural characteristics and situational factors of the group. Hence, it was fe!t
to study the communication patterns that evolve among the members of char-
chamandal and the relationship between communication patterns and some sele-
cted factors that influence communication acts of members such as age, socio-
economic status member participation, and perception of members about radio
support to the charchamandal. It was also felt to study the choice status
(identification of key-communicators) of members and group cohesiveness in the
charchamandal.

Pareek and Singh (1969) identified key-communicators, communicators
and non-communicators in the sequential adoption process and graphically re-
presented them. Stephen et al; (1962) conducted studies and found that as the
group size increased, member satisfaction decreased. Beal et al (1962) observed
that group productivity was related to the opportunities provided for member
participation.

Materials and Methods

The study was conducted in 1972 in the Cannanore district of Kerala.
Two blocks-One progressive block; Taliparamba (A) and one non-progressive
block; Cannanore (B) in respect of adoption of high yielding varieties of paddy
were chosen from the district by purposive sampling method. Eight charcha-
mandals (A1, A2, A3, A4 and B1, B2, B3 and B4)-two best and two poor from
each blok, in working effectiveness were selected for study, by stratified sam-
pling method. 54 members from progressive block, 46 members from non-pro-
gressive block who were present for discussion meetings, formed the respondents.
The respondents were numbered serially from 1 to 100,
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To depict communication acts of members, the form described by North-
way (1960) was used. Discussion meetings of the individual charchamandais
were attended by the investigator and data were recorded by participant obser-
vation technique. The persons to whom other members put questions most
frequently were desccribed as key-communicators, the persons who put questions
to key-communicator, as communicators and those who did not participate in
the discussion, as non-communicators. Scores were given at the rate of 5, 3
and 2 for key-communicators, communicators and non-communicators, respectively.

Figures were drawn for individual charchamandais on the pattern of
Northway (1960) Target Sociogram. Total scores were divided quartiles and each
section of the target diagram was marked off in values corresponding to -the
.quartiles. The exact place of an individual with in a particular ring was based
on the individual's score obtained for communication acts during discussion'
The symbols-circle, triangle and square represented the key-communicators,
communicators and non-communicators (Klee, 1961). An arrow was then drawn
from the communicator to the key-communicator. Double headed arrow showed
mutual communication.

Choice status was studied through oral elicitation from the members and
recording their responses. From this, mutual choices were calculated and group
cohesiveness was worked out.

Results and Discussion

Distribution of members according to level of communication acts. Out
of the total of 100 members, 24 came under high, 15 under medium and 61
under low level of communication acts (Table 1).

Table 1

Distribution of members according to level of communication acts

Level of com-

munication acts.

High
(16 & above)

Medium
(10-15)

Low
(9 & below)

Total

Charchamandal

Al

4
(26.66)

2
(13.34)

9
(60.00)

15
(100)

A2

4
(28.

3
(21.

7
(50

57)

43)

,00)

14
(100)

A3

2
(16.

2
(16,

8
(66

70)

70)

,60)

12
(100)

A4

2
(15.38)

2
(15.38)

9
(69.24)

13
(100)

Bl

2
(15.38)

0

11
(84.62)

13
(100)

B2

4
(28.57)

2
(14.29)

8
(57.14)

14
(100)

B3

4
(44.44)

2
(22.22)

3
(33.34)

9
(100)

B4

2
(20.00)

2
(20.00)

6
(60.00)

10
(100)

Total

24

"15

61

100

Note: Percentages in parenthesis.
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The smallest discussion group (B3) had the highest percentage (44.4)
01 members under high level of communication acts, whereas, the largest discus-
sion group (A1) had only 26.6 per cent members under this category. This
result confirms the finding of Stephan et al. (1962) that in a large group, only
the more forceful individuals are able to express their abilities and ideas and a
large proportion of group members experienced inhibition which blocked partici-
pation members (in the charchamandals in Kerala).

The relationship beetween communication acts and independent variables
like age, socio-economic status of members was studied by deriving rho for
individual eharchamandals and chi-square value for the entire sample. The re-
sults are summarised below.

1. The communication acts of members were not dependent upon
their age. This shows that age of members is not influential in the type of
communication patterns that evolve among the members.

2. The communication acts of members was not dependent upon the
socio-economic status of the members. This shows that the communication is
neither vertical nor horizontal but global and task jQriented.

3. Tahle 2 shows the distribution of members in relation to participation
in charchamandal activities and communication acts.

Table 2

Member participation in relation to communication acts.

Communication acts. Member participation

High

Medium

Low

x5 (df 4) == 24.439

High

9

5

1

15

Medium

14

8

46

68

Significant at P

Low

1

2

14

17

= 0.05

Total

24

15

61

100

The significant chi-square value established that communication acts of
members in charchamandals depend more on the member participation which
was operationfclised as the sum total of all activities connected with the charcha-
mandal. It shows that more member participation in all activities shciuld be
built up to increqfs- ttie communication effectiveness.
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4. The communication acts of members were not dependent upon their
awareness of channels of communication. This indicates that the members of
the charchamandals are not tapping all the information sources except in A1,
where members were progressive farmers.

5. The communication acts of members were not dependent upon their
perception of radio support to the charchamandal. This shows that the mem-
ber's perception of the radio support to the charchamandal is inadequate. They
have not understood that radio support is basic to the concept of charchamandal
as an instrument of communication of high yielding variety information.

Diagramatic representation of communication patterns among members

The communication patterns of individual charchamandals were graphically
represented on the pattern of Northway (1960) Target Soeiogram based on obser-
vation during discussion meetings. The figures reveal that there were 2 to 3 key-
communicators in each charchamandal. The communication patterns that evolved
among the members were "completely connected" type and not circle, wheel or

chain. Figure-1 shows the communication pattern in charchamandal-A1, one of
the best charchanaandals of the progressive block (N = 15), Code Nos. 88, 99
and 97 emerged as key-communicators in descending order in terms of number
of questions answered. No. 99 was the convener of the charchamandal too.
There were 9 communicators who asked questions, key-communicator No, 97 also
put question to another key-communicator No. 88. Nos. 91, 94 and 96 did not
participate in the discussion.

Figure 2 shows the communication patterns in charchamandal B4 one
of the poor charchamandals of the non-progressive block (N = 10). code Nos. 23,
30 and 26 emerged as key-communicators first, second and third respectively in
terms of number of questions answered. No. 26 was also the convener of the
charchamandal. There were 5 communicators who asked questions. There was
mutual communication between No. 23 and 26. Nos. 25 and 32 did not partici-
pate in the discussions.

Thus, in both the charchamandals there were two strong key-communi-
cators in addition to tbe conveners.

Sociomctric test:

!n four charchamandals, oral elicitation of choice status revealed more
number of key-communicators than actually observed during discussion. In 5
charchamandals, some members who secured high choice status did not appear
as key-communicators during discussion. All the conveners, except i-n charcha-
mandal A2, secured high choice status. The relationship between size of the
group and cohesrveness was statistically significant showing that the cohesive-
ness of the group was dependent on the size of the group.
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Summary

The study revealed that charchamandals have not yet influenced the dif-
fusion of information on high yielding varieties of paddy in the area studied.

This stresses the need for strengthening the charchamandals so that they
will play the role expected of them. The size of the group may be limited to
about ten. More participation of members in the charchamanda! activities should
be enlisted by sharing responsibilities among members and encouraging them to
participate more in discussions. Radio has not yet played its conceptualised role
in the charchamandal Regular follow-up by Radio Contact Officer and other
concerned will also play an important role to achieve this end. The members of
charchamandals also expressed the opinion of changing the present timing of farm
and home programme of AIR to a later time preferably after 8 P. M.
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FIG. l . COMMUNICATION PATTERNS IN CHARCHAMANDAL A1
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